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CHAPTER -6

, AGRICUTTURE- TYPES OF FARMING
What is agriculture?

The practice of reclamation of land for enhancinAgrlculture. 'rv" v' rqrrv re' ennancing the mineral components necessary for growth of crops is cared

Land is the source offood, but in order to avail tlensures its stability an, t;;;;il;ffiilrtj" same. from the same piece of tand, it needs a care taker who
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What are the-factors that inftuence Agriculture?

The factors which influence Agriculture are as follows:

What is farming?

Farming is growing of crop at self interest or by inner wiil so as their nourishment has an aestheth,c impact.

What are the different kinds of farming?

Different kinds of Farmtng are as below:_

shifting cultivation- is arso referred to as srash and burn form of curtivation. R:<inrr., ^r^^+:-_ ,,Bihar, MP, orissa and chattisgarh in Bihar. "u uur rr rorm ol cultivation. Basically practiced by the tribals of

Under the same the fallow land in between the fsowing or seeds once the harvest ready and ,;.;:"'j;:l;::lil:liff:.:trff:;:T:ilT,lT":[",]: 
i,,",For once again the land is left fallow and tnu ,,,0r, group shifts * 

"noir,u,. 
piece of land likely to be creared.



MixedFarming-A kindoffamingpracticedbypastoralistgroupsandfarmersrearingandbearinganimals.The
cultivation of crops is of dual nature where in the major portion is utilized for growing of staple food or
subsistence crops meeting the consumption needs of the family while the minor part of the land utilized for
growing crops that possibly help feed animals - also called as fodder crops or forage crops.

Subslstence form of cultivatlon- a form of agriculture as practiced in India majorly to assist ones family
consumption needs, The land size is so small that there is no scope of production in surplus, hence all that
produced is only to maximize ones family requirement till the arrival of nexr season.

Commercial Farming- a form of farming which is primarily practiced only for trading o1. i"tt oit purpose in the
market. Farmers owning large sized lands have surplus production causing them proportionate the harvest
outcomes into two parts- one being for self subsistence whileihe other for commercial reasons so as some
monetiry gain is possible

Plantation farming- a form of cultivation of crops such as tea, coffee, rubber plant etc which has a economic value
in the market, and likely to yield high returns from the market when traded. These plants output may not be used
in the raw form directly rather further processed, synthesized or industrialized so as there is value addition
enhancing its usage, once ready for sale in it best utility form by artificial processing they yield higher returns.

Nomadic herding- generally practiced on the slopes of the mountains. When ever the summer arrives the oastoral
Sroups climb up the hill where yet there is greenery while with arrival of winter slope down as food scant on the
higher levels trouble their existence.

Differentiate between Extensive versus Intensive farming-

Extensive farming Intensive far:ming
ls mechanized. ls mostly done manually or with tools of indigenous

nature.
ls practiced on land of farmers with small sized
holdings

ls practiced on land of farmers with large sized
holdings

Practiced in rich nations where farmers own larse
piece of land.

Practiced more of in nations where farmers ooor
and own small pieces of land with availability of
cheap labour.

ls commercial in nature ls more for meeting family needs i.e. subsistence rn
natu re

Has less productivity per acre (acreage) of land
hence extensive

Has intensive productivity per acre (acreage) of
land.

The farmers practicing Extensive agriculture have a

different social strata. (rich, surplus holders etc)
E.g. farmers in USA or UK

The farmers practicing Intensive farming have a

poor state of existence and most probably loorning
under the impact of viscious cycle of poverty.
E.g. Farmers in india.



Nomadic Herding- rearing and bearing of animals on a land suitable for their survival. Tribals and pastoralists who

have temporary settlement search for existence on lands where there is sufficient fodder for their tamed animals'

Cooperative farming- a kind of farming followed mostly in societies where there is small sized land holdings, hence

in order to increase productivity the land of the entire society is amassed or adjoined so as the productivity

multiplies. when all the resources collectively and ad-jointly used for productivity of land its bound to have a larger

impact on the total pJoduce. lts basically done at societal level where people collectively agree and cooperate one

another in joint ownership to produce the crops likely in demand. Further on they share the same on cooperation

basis.

Collective farming- A concept where in the wholemass ofland available is used collectively for produce of food

grains by a community on orders of the state, and the total output goes into the hands of state further likely to be

distributed on the basis of family size and hence their requirement'

A form of farming which initiated in soviet Union in support of the government. The objective was to adjoin all the

lands of the nation collectivelytogetherand reap its benefit by joint effortwith collectiveownership meetingtwo

objectives- maximize the production and poverty reduction by appropriate division of produced grains based on

familv size.

Differentiate between collective and cooperative farming'

Collective farming Cooperative faming

Practiced on the orders of the state. Practiced on the cooperation basis and the

willingness to ioin.

Involuntary kind and hence sometimes

enforceable.

Voluntary kind

Theru@sa rre as ordered. Basically a smallgroup formation who work as

cooperaUVes.

Practiced in socialistic patterns of society. Practiced in democratic nature of society.

Differentiate between cultivation in plains and cultivation in hill.

Cultivation in Plains Cultivation in hills

Crop grown which in dire need of high temperature Crop grown which in dire need of moderate to

tem peratu re

Hot andhumid conditions are favorable

Soil fertilitv required

M o cj e ra t e a n d co o I n essgf.elqygg!]9i-
Low soil fertility

Water retention high Water retention moderate due to sloppy or

gradient feature.

What is dairy farming? 
"

.A kind of farming where animals are reared for milk production

. Largely practiced in rich European nations.



. Large milk processing centres where milk is stored.
o Nations highly involved in dairy and milk product export.

' Breeding of animars trans-geneticaily a highry in demand profession
o Research on cross breeding to produce the best breeds of animars
oCooler climate and high rainfall favorable.

State the importance of intensive subsistence farming.

lf favorable conditions of productivity there, meets the basic requirement of the families.Meets the objective of wiping out the hunger and poverty by subsistence rorm.
Manual mode of work hence engulfs the entire family in raising of crops.
Scientific nature of farming is infused to increase the productivity.

What is meant by nomadic herding?
Generally practiced on the slopes of the mountains. when ever the summer arrives the pastoral groups climb upthe hill where yet there is Sreenery while with arrival of winte'r slope down as food scant on the higher levelstrouble their existence.

What is sedentary form of agriculture?

A kind of agriculture where in a farmer stays on a land for a long period of time producing crops and grains as perhis requirement' There is least scope for migration as the land is the source and means of his productivity. Hedoesn't posses any scope of migrating to any other place.


